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Abstract

A moments/area study of meteorological reanalyses (focusing on MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, and JRA-55) allows a novel inves-

tigation of the climatology of and interannual variability and trends in the Asian summer monsoon anticyclone (ASMA). The

climatological ASMA is nearly elliptical, with its major axis aligned along its centroid latitude and an aspect ratio of 5–8. The

ASMA centroid shifts northward with height, northward and westward during development, and in the opposite direction as

it weakens. ASMA position and seasonal evolution generally agree among the reanalyses, except that MERRA-2 shows over

40% larger area at 350 K. No evidence of climatological bimodality is seen in the ASMA, consistent with previous studies using

modern reanalyses. ASMA moments trends are mostly neither statistically significant nor consistent among reanalyses, but area

and duration increase significantly over 1979–2018, and over 1958–2018 in JRA-55; JRA-55 trends are largest for 1979–2018,

suggesting that reanalysis trends may have accelerated in recent decades. ASMA centroid latitude is significantly negatively

(positively) correlated with subtropical jet core latitude (altitude), and significantly negatively correlated with concurrent

ENSO. Other ASMA moments and area are not strongly correlated with concurrent ENSO, but ASMA area is significantly

positively correlated with ENSO two months previously. Significant (negative) correlations of ASMA area with QBO are seen

only during June at 370, 390, and 410 K. These results provide a unique and comprehensive view of the structure and evolution

of the ASMA and introduce new tools that can be used to further explore ASMA characteristics and impacts.
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ABSTRACT

A moments/area study of meteorological reanalyses (focusing on

MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, and JRA-55) allows a novel investigation of the

climatology of and interannual variability and trends in the Asian summer

monsoon anticyclone (ASMA). The climatological ASMA is nearly ellipti-

cal, with its major axis aligned along its centroid latitude and an aspect ratio

of ∼5–8. The ASMA centroid shifts northward with height, northward and

westward during development, and in the opposite direction as it weakens.

ASMA position and seasonal evolution generally agree among the reanaly-

ses, except that MERRA-2 shows over 40% larger area at 350 K. No evidence

of climatological bimodality is seen in the ASMA, consistent with previous

studies using modern reanalyses. ASMA moments trends are mostly neither

statistically significant nor consistent among reanalyses, but area and dura-

tion increase significantly over 1979–2018, and over 1958–2018 in JRA-55;

JRA-55 trends are largest for 1979–2018, suggesting that reanalysis trends

may have accelerated in recent decades. ASMA centroid latitude is signifi-

cantly negatively (positively) correlated with subtropical jet core latitude (al-

titude), and significantly negatively correlated with concurrent ENSO. Other

ASMA moments and area are not strongly correlated with concurrent ENSO,

but ASMA area is significantly positively correlated with ENSO two months

previously. Significant (negative) correlations of ASMA area with QBO are

seen only during June at 370, 390, and 410 K. These results provide a unique

and comprehensive view of the structure and evolution of the ASMA and in-

troduce new tools that can be used to further explore ASMA characteristics

and impacts.
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1. Introduction44

The Asian summer monsoon (ASM) anticyclone (ASMA) is a dominating feature of the boreal45

summer upper troposphere / lower stratosphere (UTLS) circulation, consisting of a vast upper level46

anticyclonic vortex bounded by the subtropical westerly jet to the north and the tropical easterly47

jet (TEJ) to the south (e.g., Dunkerton 1995; Hsu et al. 1999; Zarrin et al. 2010). It is thought48

to arise primarily as a response to diabatic heating associated with convection over the Tibetan49

and/or Iranian plateaus (Hoskins and Rodwell 1995; Liu et al. 2004; Randel and Park 2006; Garny50

and Randel 2013; Ren et al. 2019, and references therein) and exhibits strong intraseasonal and51

interannual variability that may be related to variations in topographic heating and/or dynami-52

cal influences originating from the subtropical jet or the tropics (Garny and Randel 2013; Ren53

et al. 2019; Wu et al. 2020, and references therein). The ASMA is characterized by a high cold54

tropopause (e.g., Highwood and Hoskins 1998; Pan et al. 2016; Santee et al. 2017, and references55

therein), and it is a key factor determining summertime UTLS composition via convective lofting56

and trapping of near-surface air (e.g., Randel and Park 2006; Bergman et al. 2013; Garny and Ran-57

del 2013, 2016; Rauthe-Schöch et al. 2016; Randel and Jensen 2013; Pan et al. 2016; Santee et al.58

2017).59

Quasi-horizontal exchange of air lofted and initially trapped in the ASMA is an important factor60

in determining the composition of the lower stratosphere during and following the monsoon season61

(e.g., Vogel et al. 2014, 2015, 2016; Barret et al. 2016; Müller et al. 2016; Santee et al. 2017;62

Fadnavis et al. 2018; Gottschaldt et al. 2018; Nützel et al. 2019; Yan et al. 2019; Honomichl63

and Pan 2020). Impacts of the ASMA on UTLS composition are associated with ASMA-related64

changes in mixing, Rossby wave breaking, and stratosphere-troposphere exchange (Dethof et al.65

1999; Homeyer and Bowman 2013; Tyrlis et al. 2014; Kunz et al. 2015; Abalos et al. 2016; Wu66

et al. 2018, and references therein). Upper tropospheric ASMA-related circulation variations (such67

as wind and tropopause changes) have been linked to shifts in tropical cyclone tracks (Kelly et al.68
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2018) and rainfall variations (e.g., Bollasina et al. 2014; Nützel et al. 2016; RavindraBabu et al.69

2019).70

Several previous studies focused on the climatology and variability of the ASMA and its compo-71

sition in a dynamical context: Garny and Randel (2013) used low potential vorticity (PV) regions72

on the 360 K isentropic surface to relate the seasonal evolution of ASMA area to composition73

changes and to variability in convective forcing via middle troposphere heating and upper level74

divergence. Ploeger et al. (2015) developed a new method of identifying the ASMA on the 380 K75

isentropic surface using PV and its gradients and discussed the properties of the ASMA edge as76

a transport barrier. Pan et al. (2016) discussed characteristic shapes of the ASMA (some with a77

bimodal structure) in relation to UTLS trace gas transport. Santee et al. (2017) provided a com-78

prehensive climatology of observed UTLS composition in relation to ASMA location and size.79

Several studies of ASMA location and extent have reported evidence for bimodality in the80

ASMA (with its location defined in various ways, see below), namely preferred locations over81

the Tibetan and Iranian Plateaus (e.g., Qian et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2002; Zhou et al. 2009; Zarrin82

et al. 2010; Yan et al. 2011; Pan et al. 2016). As noted by Nützel et al. (2016) in a review of83

such studies, the idea has not only been studied extensively to identify mechanisms (Zarrin et al.84

2010; Amemiya and Sato 2018; Ren et al. 2019, and references therein) and related transport ef-85

fects (e.g., Yan et al. 2011), but also has made its way into textbooks. Garny and Randel (2013),86

using the NASA Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) Modern Era Retrospective87

Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) reanalysis, and Ploeger et al. (2015), using88

the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim (ERA-Interim) re-89

analysis, did not find evidence of bimodality. Noting that many of the studies of bimodality were90

done using the National Center for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric91

Research reanalysis (NCEP-R1), Nützel et al. (2016) conducted a detailed reanalysis comparison92

and found strong evidence for bimodality only in NCEP-R1, with no evidence for it in the most93
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recent generation of modern reanalyses for daily, pentad, or seasonal data, and limited evidence94

in monthly data. Indeed, as emphasized in numerous studies, NCEP-R1 has long been depre-95

cated for UTLS and stratospheric studies (as has the NCEP/Department of Energy Reanalysis,96

NCEP-R2, that includes some improvements over NCEP-R1) (see also Pawson and Fiorino 1998;97

Randel et al. 2000; Manney et al. 2005; Fujiwara et al. 2017; Homeyer et al. 2020; Tegtmeier et al.98

2020b,a, and references therein).99

Many recent studies, particularly those related to the Stratospheric Processes and their Role in100

Climate (SPARC)-Reanalysis Intercomparison Project (S-RIP) (Fujiwara et al. 2017), highlight101

the importance of comparing results derived using multiple reanalyses. Chapters 7 (The Extrat-102

ropical UTLS) (Homeyer et al. 2020) and 8 (The Tropical Tropopause Layer; includes a section103

on ASM studies) (Tegtmeier et al. 2020b) in the S-RIP final report (now in production), as well as104

several papers in the S-RIP Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics / Earth System Science Datasets105

special issue, are particularly relevant to the UTLS (Nützel et al. 2016; Manney et al. 2017; Shang-106

guan et al. 2019; Xian and Homeyer 2019; Tegtmeier et al. 2020a; Wright et al. 2020). Manney107

and Hegglin (2018) showed that it was critical to evaluate multiple reanalyses (even when using108

only the most recent high-resolution ones) to help determine the robustness of trends in the UTLS109

jet streams. Wright et al. (2020) show some biases in tropical and subtropical UTLS tempera-110

ture structure that may be relevant to understanding ASMA differences. As noted above, much111

previous work on ASMA climatology and variability has relied on NCEP-R1 and/or NCEP-R2,112

including many papers published since Nützel et al. (2016) showed those reanalyses to be suspect113

for examining ASMA structure; these include papers that study aspects of ASMA behavior for114

which those properties are critical (e.g., Preethi et al. 2017; Ren et al. 2019; Basha et al. 2020; Wu115

et al. 2020).116

Studies of variability and trends in the ASM have often focused on surface or near-surface fields117

such as rainfall and low-level temperatures or winds (e.g., Kajikawa et al. 2012; Preethi et al.118
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2017; Kodera et al. 2019; Brönnimann et al. 2016; Wu et al. 2020, and references therein). These119

include investigations of intraseasonal variations on quasi-biweekly and longer scales (Wang and120

Duan 2015; Ren et al. 2019; Amemiya and Sato 2018, and references therein). Kajikawa et al.121

(2012), using rainfall and water vapor flux data, showed evidence of earlier monsoon onset in122

recent decades. Preethi et al. (2017) examined variability and trends in the south Asian and east123

Asian sub-systems of the ASM using primarily rainfall, surface pressure, and lower tropospheric124

winds; they noted a westward shift since the 1970s in diagnostics indicative of monsoon activity,125

and a consistent westward shift in the UT anticyclonic circulation. Bollasina et al. (2013, 2014)126

suggested that observed earlier onset of monsoon rainfall is related to changes in anthropogenic127

aerosol radiative forcing. Other papers have also discussed earlier monsoon onsets in surface128

diagnostics (see, e.g., the review by Bombardi et al. 2020). RavindraBabu et al. (2019) looked129

at the relationship between interannual variability in ASM onset (based on a precipitation index)130

and signatures in tropopause variations. Wu et al. (2020) related location shifts and advanced131

monsoon onset to weakening of the midlatitude UT jet stream. Since the ASMA circulation is132

bounded on the poleward side by the UT subtropical jet and on the equatorward side by the TEJ,133

the climatology, variability, and trends of the ASMA are expected to be closely linked to those of134

the jets, consistent with previous studies of UT jets that show ASMA influences (Schiemann et al.135

2009; Manney et al. 2014; Manney and Hegglin 2018, and references therein).136

Numerous studies have explored the relationships between interannual variability in the ASM137

and varying sea surface temperatures (SSTs), including El Niño / Southern Oscillation (ENSO)138

(e.g., Ju and Slingo 1995; Wang et al. 2001; Tweedy et al. 2018; Yan et al. 2018; Basha et al.139

2020; Bombardi et al. 2020, and references therein) and other modes of SST variability. Kodera140

et al. (2019) explored causes of decadal changes in the ASM and associated SSTs and suggested141

that recent SST changes strengthened convection penetrating the tropical tropopause layer (TTL)142

and in turn influenced the stratospheric circulation. Because of the variety of indices, includ-143
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ing local to regional metrics, used to define monsoon characteristics such as onset and intensity144

(see, e.g., Bombardi et al. 2020, for a review), the use of several ENSO indices, and the explo-145

ration of different lags and time periods for correlations of ENSO with ASM features, studies of146

ASM relationships to ENSO show no consensus, and indeed the complexity of both the defini-147

tion of monsoon indices and monsoon/ENSO relationships has been recognized for at least the148

past several decades (e.g., Webster and Yang 1992). Several studies have observed or simulated149

an association of preceding El Niño conditions with later monsoon onset and/or weaker monsoon150

activity (e.g., Ju and Slingo 1995; Webster et al. 1998; Wang et al. 2013; Basha et al. 2020, and151

references therein), including some studies using ASM intensity indices related to the upper tro-152

pospheric circulation (e.g., Tweedy et al. 2018; Yan et al. 2018). However, counter-examples and153

dependence on ENSO type are also reported (e.g., Yuan and Yang 2012; Wang et al. 2013; Hu154

et al. 2020). Moreover, recent work suggests changes in the relationship between ENSO and the155

ASM since the 1990s (e.g., Hrudya et al. 2020; Samanta et al. 2020, and references therein).156

The relationships between ASM variations and the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) have also157

been studied (e.g., Giorgetta et al. 1999; Claud and Terray 2007), again with some apparent dis-158

crepancies in the results engendered by the diversity of metrics and indices used. While a number159

of studies suggest a positive correlation between QBO and ASM intensity (e.g., Mukherjee et al.160

1985; Giorgetta et al. 1999), others studies have not found consistent correlations (e.g. Claud and161

Terray 2007; Brönnimann et al. 2016).162

Various metrics have been used to identify the ASMA boundary and/or center location, including163

100 or 200 hPa geopotential height (GPH) or its gradients (Zarrin et al. 2010; Nützel et al. 2016;164

Pan et al. 2016, and references therein), GPH anomalies (e.g., Barret et al. 2016), PV thresholds165

(Garny and Randel 2013; Ploeger et al. 2015; Amemiya and Sato 2018, and references therein),166

streamfunction (e.g., Tweedy et al. 2018; Yan et al. 2018), and Montgomery Streamfunction (MSF)167

(e.g., Popovic and Plumb 2001; Fairlie et al. 2014; Santee et al. 2017). The ridgeline of the ASMA168
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circulation is often identified using relative vorticity, GPH, or wind changes (e.g., Zhang et al.169

2002; Zarrin et al. 2010; Nützel et al. 2016). Also see Santee et al. (2017) and Yan et al. (2019)170

for brief summaries of methods.171

Garny and Randel (2013) and Ploeger et al. (2015) both discussed the analogy of the ASMA to172

the stratospheric polar vortex as a transport barrier, noting that the ASMA can be viewed similarly173

to that closed circulation in many respects but represents a much “leakier” transport barrier, es-174

pecially on the equatorward side. Our work follows (and extends) the stratospheric polar vortex175

analog, but uses MSF on isentropic surfaces as in Santee et al. (2017); as shown therein, one ad-176

vantage of this metric is that a closed circulation can be defined over a wider range of isentropic177

levels. We pursue the analogy further by (for the first time to our knowledge) applying a moments178

and area analysis similar to those that have been effectively used with PV fields to characterize the179

geometry, vertical structure, preferred locations, and evolution of the stratospheric polar vortex180

(e.g., Waugh and Randel 1999; Matthewman et al. 2009; Lawrence and Manney 2018).181

In this paper, we define the ASMA as in Santee et al. (2017) and use calculations of its moments182

and area in a comprehensive analysis of its geometry and position and their relationships to natural183

modes of variability (ENSO and QBO) and to the upper tropospheric subtropical jet. We have184

conducted the analysis for five of the most recent reanalyses, but focus on the three of those185

for which we have the longest data records. In Section 2 we describe the reanalysis datasets186

and methods used. Section 3 presents our results, with an overview (Section 3a); discussions of187

climatology (Section 3b) and trends (Section 3c1); analysis of correlations with ENSO, QBO, and188

the subtropical jet (Section 3c2); and investigation of the longer-term record from the most recent189

reanalysis datasets from the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) (Section 3d). Our conclusions190

are given in Section 4.191
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2. Data and Methods192

a. Reanalysis Datasets193

We present the moments and area analysis (see Section 2b below) based on three of the lat-194

est generation of “full-input” reanalyses: the GMAO MERRA version-2 (MERRA-2) reanalysis195

(Gelaro et al. 2017); the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011); and the JMA 55-196

year reanalysis (JRA-55) (Ebita et al. 2011; Kobayashi et al. 2015). The models, assimilation197

systems, and data inputs for those reanalyses are described in detail by Fujiwara et al. (2017).198

We analyze the climatology and variability of the ASMA moments and area for 1979 through199

2018. Calculations are done using daily 12-UT fields from each reanalysis dataset, whose fields200

are used on their native model levels and at or (in the case of spectral models) near their native201

horizontal resolution. We thus omit detailed analysis of MERRA, which has been superseded by202

MERRA-2, and the NCEP CFSR/CFSv2 (Climate Forecast System Reanalysis / Climate Forecast203

System Version 2), which has been shown to have issues with discontinuities and poorer agree-204

ment with observations and other modern reanalyses for many diagnostics (e.g., Long et al. 2017;205

Manney et al. 2017; Xian and Homeyer 2019). Moreover, CFSR/CFSv2 on native model levels206

and MERRA are available only through 2015. We have, however, conducted most of the analyses207

described herein with these two reanalyses for 1979–2015, and figures showing comparisons with208

them are included in S-RIP Chapter 8 (Tegtmeier et al. 2020b). We use the JRA-55C “conventional209

input” (that is, no satellite data, see Kobayashi et al. 2014) reanalysis for 1973–2012 to evaluate210

how JRA-55 might differ in the pre-satellite (before 1979) and satellite periods. This informs our211

analysis of the full JRA-55 record from 1958–2018.212

1) MERRA-2213

MERRA-2 (Gelaro et al. 2017), based on the GEOS (Goddard Earth Observing System) as-214

similation system, uses 3D-Var assimilation with Incremental Analysis Update (IAU) (Bloom215
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et al. 1996) to constrain the analyses. MERRA-2 data products used here are on model lev-216

els and a 0.5◦ ×0.625◦ latitude/longitude grid. The 72 hybrid sigma-pressure vertical lev-217

els give about 0.8 km vertical spacing in the upper troposphere, increasing to ∼1.2 km in the218

UTLS. Data from MERRA-2 from its spin-up year, 1979, are not in the public record but219

are included here. We use the MERRA-2 “Assimilated” data collection (Global Modeling and220

Assimilation Office (GMAO) 2015) here; this data collection is recommended by GMAO for221

most studies, particularly those that require consistency between mass and wind fields (see, e.g.,222

https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/reanalysis/MERRA-2/docs/ANAvsASM.pdf and Fujiwara et al. 2017).223

Differences between “Assimilated” and “Analyzed” fields are small but can be non-negligible for224

some UTLS studies (e.g., Manney et al. 2017); however, comparisons of the two for the moments225

calculations used herein showed no persistent or significant differences.226

2) ERA-INTERIM227

ERA-Interim (see Dee et al. 2011) is a global reanalysis covering 1979 through August228

2019. The data are produced using 4D-Var assimilation with a T255L60 spectral model. The229

ERA-Interim data used here are on a 0.75◦ × 0.75◦ latitude/longitude grid (near the resolution of230

the spectral model’s Gaussian grid). The 60 model levels have about 1-km spacing in the UTLS.231

3) JRA-55232

JRA-55 (Ebita et al. 2011; Kobayashi et al. 2015) is a global reanalysis covering 1958 to the233

present. The data are produced using a 4D-Var assimilation with a T319L60 spectral model. They234

are provided on an approximately 0.56◦ Gaussian grid corresponding to that spectral resolution.235

The JRA-55 fields on the model vertical levels have a vertical resolution and spacing nearly iden-236

tical to that of ERA-Interim in the UTLS (e.g., see Fig. 3 in Fujiwara et al. 2017). The JRA-55C237

reanalysis (covering November 1972 through 2012, see, e.g., Kobayashi et al. 2014) uses the same238

model and grids but does not assimilate satellite data.239
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b. Methods240

1) ASMA CHARACTERIZATION / DIAGNOSTICS241

Following Santee et al. (2017), we use contours of daily 1200UT MSF on the 350 K (MSF value242

344800 m2s−2), 370 K (356500 m2s−2), 390 K (367100 m2s−2), and 410 K (377300 m2s−2) isen-243

tropic surfaces to define the boundary of the ASMA. Santee et al. (2017) arrived at the listed values244

by analysis of MSF correlations with windspeed, thus approximating the location of the transport245

barriers associated with the subtropical westerly and tropical easterly jet cores. The ASMA is246

identified within the region between 0 and 175◦ longitude and 0 and 60◦ latitude (hereinafter the247

“ASM box”). This box is larger than that used in Santee et al. (2017) and most previous stud-248

ies (e.g., Bergman et al. 2013; Ploeger et al. 2015; Garny and Randel 2016; Zhang et al. 2016)249

to ensure that it encompasses the entire ASM region throughout the monsoon season. Extensive250

inspection of the regions defined as inside the ASMA using this larger box showed no evidence of251

areas not associated with the ASMA.252

The ASMA is characterized through a moments analysis similar to that often used to describe253

stratospheric polar vortex characteristics (Waugh and Randel 1999; Matthewman et al. 2009;254

Mitchell et al. 2011; Lawrence and Manney 2018, and references therein) and more generally255

to describe the geometry of objects (see discussion in Lawrence and Manney 2018). The calcula-256

tions are based on the algorithms used by Lawrence and Manney (2018) (which in turn followed257

those of Matthewman et al. 2009), except that the Cartesian grid used is a cylindrical equal area258

grid covering the ASM box mentioned above, and MSF fields are used instead of PV. As described259

in detail by Matthewman et al. (2009), this analysis computes the moments of the equivalent el-260

lipse and then uses them to calculate the centroid location (latitude and longitude), aspect ratio,261

angle, and excess kurtosis (EK); hereinafter we use the term “moments” to describe those derived262

quantities. EK has been used as a method of identifying polar vortex splits (e.g., Matthewman263

et al. 2009; Matthewman and Esler 2011). In addition to the moments diagnostics, the area of264
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the ASMA is calculated as the fraction of the total hemispheric area with MSF greater than the265

threshold value within the ASM box. Area values less than 1% of a hemisphere are filtered out to266

limit large day-to-day variability in identification of ASMA existence at the beginning and end of267

the season because of the presence of very small transient regions about the edge values (similar268

to the filtering commonly used in stratospheric polar vortex identification, Manney and Lawrence269

2016; Lawrence and Manney 2018, and references therein).270

The gridpoints at the edge of the ASMA are identified using the Canny edge detection algorithm271

(Canny 1986). The ASM season is considered to begin (end) when the area with MSF exceeding272

the boundary value has been greater than 1% of a hemisphere (the general area threshold we use,273

as mentioned above) for 20 consecutive days prior to (after) the start (end) date. These values274

were obtained by testing the sensitivity to a range of area (from 0.5% to 2% of a hemisphere)275

and persistence (from 10 to 30 days) thresholds; the values chosen ensure that the results are not276

noticeably biased (particularly in the comparison between different reanalyses) by variations in277

small transient regions above the thresholds.278

2) ANALYSIS279

In addition to climatological monthly (April through October) and seasonal (June–July–August,280

JJA) means and frequency distributions of the ASMA edge and centroid locations, we construct281

climatological time series of the moments, area, and duration diagnostics and examine the distri-282

butions of those diagnostics by month over the 40-year period. Timeseries of these diagnostics283

are examined for potential trends and for correlations with ENSO, QBO, and subtropical UT jet284

stream variations.285

The trend analysis mirrors that of Manney and Hegglin (2018). Apparent trends are identified286

using a simple linear regression of the monthly and seasonal mean time series of moments and287

area diagnostics. The statistical significance of the slopes of the linear fits is examined using a288

permutation analysis (e.g., Wilks 2011, Section 5.3.4) like that described by Manney and Hegglin289
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(2018), wherein the 40-year time series for each time period (month, season) are randomly shuf-290

fled to produce 100,000 possible arrangements of the values, and the linear regression analysis291

is applied to those. A two-sided p-value is derived by counting how many permuted slopes have292

larger magnitude than those derived from the reanalyses and dividing by the number of instances293

(100,000) in the permutation distributions. Consistency among the reanalyses is also critical in294

assessing the robustness of trends, since one reanalysis may show statistically significant trends295

opposite to those for others. See Manney and Hegglin (2018) for more detailed discussion.296

Relationships with ENSO are assessed using correlations with the Multivariate ENSO Index297

(MEI, Wolter and Timlin 2011). Relationships with the QBO are examined through correlations298

with the 50 and 70 hPa Singapore winds provided by the Freie Universität Berlin (Naujokat 1986)299

and with the 30–50 hPa wind shear. These correlations were also done with ±2 and ±1 month300

lags.301

We also examine correlations with the subtropical UT jet streams’ latitude, altitude, and wind-302

speed obtained from JETPAC (JEt and Tropopause Products for Analysis and Characterization,303

Manney et al. 2011a, 2014, 2017; Manney and Hegglin 2018); the subtropical jet is identified (as304

described by Manney and Hegglin 2018) in a physically meaningful way as the jet across which305

the “tropopause break” occurs. For this analysis, the zonally averaged jet characteristics, and the306

jet characteristics averaged over 45–90◦E and 80–160◦E longitude, have been studied.307

To assess the statistical significance of correlations, we use bootstrap resampling (e.g., Elfron308

and Tibshirani 1993) and resample all the time series 100,000 times. We use this to construct309

95 and 99% confidence intervals for the correlations. (See Lawrence et al. 2018; Lawrence and310

Manney 2020, for further details of the bootstrapping methods).311
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3. Results312

a. Climatological Geometry of ASMA Circulation313

Figure 1 shows the climatological mean ASMA edge and centroid locations for each reanalysis314

(maps are shown in the cylindrical equal area projection used to calculate the moments). Centroid315

locations generally agree quite well among the reanalyses, especially when the ASMA is fully316

developed in July and August. The ASMA is larger in MERRA-2 than in the other reanalyses;317

ERA-Interim typically has the smallest area, but it is closer to that of JRA-55 than JRA-55 is to318

MERRA-2. The largest differences, at 350 K, arise primarily from a more equatorward southern319

edge and larger longitudinal extent of the ASMA in MERRA-2. The appearance of only centroid320

locations (for most reanalyses at most levels in May and September) indicates that mean values321

were above the edge threshold at only one or two gridpoints. Some MSF values exceed the edge322

threshold starting in May, but only MERRA-2 at 350 K shows a significant region of such values.323

In June, the ASMA is larger at 370 K and 390 K than at 350 K and 410 K (as was found by Santee324

et al. 2017), except in MERRA-2, which shows a much larger area than the other reanalyses at325

350 K. Consistent with previous findings based on other measures of ASMA center location and326

area (e.g., Randel and Park 2006; Bergman et al. 2013; Ploeger et al. 2015; Santee et al. 2017,327

and references therein), the centroid location shifts north (and in some periods slightly east) with328

height (e.g., in JJA from below 30◦N at 350 K to about 37◦N at 410 K), and area in a given time329

period is largest at 370 K and 390 K (except for MERRA-2 at 350 K in some months). The shift330

of the centroid location east of the center of the ASMA region in September at 350 and 370 K331

arises primarily from the common occurrence of a small local maximum to the east, either split off332

from or attached by a narrow tongue to the main ASMA (e.g., as in eddy-shedding events, Popovic333

and Plumb 2001; Honomichl and Pan 2020), which affects the centroid location much more than334

it does the mean edge. For 1979–2015, MERRA areas are similar to those for MERRA-2, and335
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CFSR/CFSv2 areas are usually slightly smaller than those in the three reanalyses shown herein336

(S-RIP Chapter 8, Tegtmeier et al. 2020b).337

Figure 2, which shows PDFs for JJA from each of the three reanalyses, gives a more detailed338

view of the ASMA circulation. Both edge and centroid location distributions are broader and339

less sharply peaked at 350 K than at higher levels. The MERRA-2 350-K centroid distribution is340

“tilted” east and south with respect to those for ERA-Interim and JRA-55, and its edge distribution341

is even more diffuse than that of the other reanalyses. All of the reanalyses show a fairly uniform342

maximum along the southern edge from about 30◦E to 120◦E. In contrast, there is a localized343

maximum at the northern edge just west of 90◦E (though not as consistently, and barely apparent344

in MERRA-2, at 350 K), indicating a preferred position along that edge. This position (∼40◦N,345

∼85◦E, near the northern edge of the Tibetan Plateau) coincides with the preferred location of346

the subtropical westerly jet in JJA (Manney et al. 2014) and is consistent with the approximate347

position of the northern edge towards the eastern side in three of the four “phases” of the ASMA348

described by Pan et al. (2016).349

Except at 350 K, the distributions for the three reanalyses agree well, but with the larger350

MERRA-2 area reflected in the edge distributions. No clear evidence of bimodality is seen in351

the centroid or edge locations; this is also the case for PDFs for individual months (not shown).352

This supports the analysis of Nützel et al. (2016) showing strong bimodality in NCEP-R1 and353

NCEP-R2 (which are deprecated for most studies including those of the UTLS, see, e.g., S-RIP354

Chapters 7 and 8, Homeyer et al. 2020; Tegtmeier et al. 2020b, and references therein) but not355

in modern reanalyses including MERRA, ERA-Interim, and JRA-55. Our conclusions are also356

consistent with the lack of a clear bimodality signature in other studies using more recent reanal-357

yses (e.g., Garny and Randel 2013; Ploeger et al. 2015). Because ours is a climatological result, it358

does not preclude the occurrence of bimodal geometries (such as the “Tibetan Plateau”, “Iranian359
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Plateau”, or “Double-center” phases shown by Pan et al. 2016) over short periods or on individual360

days.361

b. Climatology of ASMA Moments and Area362

Figure 3 shows the climatological seasonal evolution of the ASMA. Climatologically, the mo-363

ments diagnostics agree well among the reanalyses at 370, 390, and 410 K once the circulation364

is well developed. At 350 K, MERRA-2 (and MERRA, not shown) has slightly higher (farther365

east) centroid longitudes from the beginning of the season into August. MERRA-2 (and MERRA)366

350-K centroid latitudes are slightly lower throughout the season, with the largest differences367

(about 5◦) early and late in the season.368

The centroid location shifts northward and westward during ASMA development, and southward369

and eastward after the peak of the ASMA season. Strongest shifts are seen at 350 K, where the370

climatological position is near 15◦N and 120◦E in May, near 30◦N and 75◦E at the beginning of371

August, and near 25◦N and 125◦E by October; these shifts are consistent with the 10–15◦ latitude372

/ ∼30◦ longitude shifts at 100 hPa noted by Nützel et al. (2016). Mean centroid latitudes at the373

monsoon peak are about 32, 35, and 37◦N at 370, 390, and 410 K, respectively, and the mean374

longitude at the peak is about 75–80◦E at all levels. Although the period during which the ASMA375

is consistently well defined decreases with increasing height (as seen also in Fig. 1), the area376

increases faster at 370 and 390 K than at 350 K, so, except in MERRA-2, the areas at these higher377

levels are larger than that at 350 K by June. (Also see Section 3c for further details on ASMA378

“lifetime”.)379

The aspect ratio of the equivalent ellipse for the ASMA is calculated daily in the cylindrical380

equal area projection in which the maps in Figs. 1 and 2 are shown; the aspect ratio of the ASMA381

typically ranges between 5 and 10 when the circulation is well defined. At 350 K, the aspect ratio382

increases from about 3 to 10 in June and then remains flat until gradually decreasing again starting383
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in mid-September. At the higher levels, the aspect ratio increases gradually from 3–5 to 8–10384

through the season (until late-September, mid-September, and mid-August at 370, 390, and 410 K,385

respectively). Much larger peaks (exceeding 20) for individual dates/years tend to cluster near386

the end of the season, when splitting or pinching off of sub-vortices more often results in a very387

elongated ASMA.388

The angle of the ASMA (measured from the latitude circle of its centroid) tends to be very near389

zero (with a range of about ±5◦ except for a few brief periods) when the ASMA is well defined,390

with a tendency towards slightly negative values before mid-season. Large negative values are391

commonly seen at 350 K through June, indicating that the eastern side of the ASMA frequently392

tilts equatorward during this period.393

EK is a combination of higher-order moments defined by Matthewman et al. (2009) for strato-394

spheric polar vortex studies such that negative values indicate a shape that is pinched in the middle,395

zero indicates an elliptical vortex, and positive values indicate a “diamond-shaped” vortex or one396

with extensive filamentation. Matthewman et al. (2009) and Matthewman and Esler (2011) used397

sufficiently negative values (−0.1 and −0.6, respectively) to indicate vortex splitting. Except at398

350 K, ASMA EK is typically slightly positive; significantly negative values are uncommon in this399

climatology. Statistics of negative EK by year and month show only a few instances at 370, 390,400

or 410 K with extended periods of negative EK (e.g., July and August 1989 at 370 and 390 K, not401

shown). Daily MSF maps at these times (not shown) do indeed indicate that negative EK is asso-402

ciated with a pinched ASMA shape (similar to the “western (Iranian plateau)” or “double-center”403

phases described in Pan et al. 2016); one of the MSF maxima in these cases is typically near404

the Iranian Plateau (around 40–60◦E longitude), consistent with one of the preferred locations405

in studies suggesting bimodality (Nützel et al. 2016, and references therein), while the location406

of the other varies considerably. Instances of a split ASMA are found to occur for negative EK407

magnitudes as small as about 0.25; on the other hand, the ASMA may be unsplit for negative EK408
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magnitudes as large as 0.65 (the latter cases are generally associated with quite elongated, sinuous409

ASMA shapes). Thus, while periods of negative EK may signify a particular ASMA structure,410

they are uncommon and are not a specific indicator of splitting. Large positive EK values are411

fairly common, especially near the beginning and end of the season (and would occur in situations412

similar to the “eastern (Tibetan Plateau)” phase of Pan et al. 2016), but their small effect on clima-413

tological EK suggests that they occur only for short periods in individual years (more frequently414

early and late in the ASM season). The slightly positive mean EK values suggest that the ASMA415

is most often close to elliptical or has a slight bulge along the minor axis. Further exploration of416

the details of ASMA structure leading to sporadic large variations in EK may be useful for relating417

anomalous values to specific features, but the complexity of correlating this diagnostic with con-418

sistent patterns is beyond the scope of this paper. We thus leave detailed study of EK variations419

for future work.420

At 370, 390, and 410 K, MERRA-2 (and MERRA, not shown) areas are 15–20% larger than421

those in the other reanalyses. At 390 and 410 K, ERA-Interim areas are 5–10% smaller than those422

in JRA-55; CFSR/CFSv2 (see S-RIP Chapter 8, Tegtmeier et al. 2020b, for a 370 K example) areas423

are similar to or slightly smaller than those in ERA-Interim at all levels. At 350 K, MERRA-2 (and424

MERRA) areas are typically 40 to nearly 50% larger than those for the other reanalyses, consistent425

with the edge locations shown in Fig. 1. Reanalysis differences in the ranges are similar to those in426

the means, and the peaks generally line up in time. The exception is the 350-K MERRA-2 range,427

which includes more high values at all times, and thus the peaks seen in the mean are less distinct428

(as is also reflected in more diffuse edge distributions, Fig. 2).429

The calculated area indicates that the ASMA starts developing in late April at 350 K and in early430

May to early June at higher levels (also see Section 3c below). At each level, a peak in the area in431

mid-May (strongest at 350 and 370 K) is followed by a rapid but brief decrease and then a steady432

rise until late July/early August. Examination of the late-May peak shows that it arises almost433
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entirely from three years: 1998, 2010, and 2016. Although the area drops abruptly near the end of434

May in those years (leading to the appearance of the climatological minimum near the beginning435

of June), these years remain among those with the largest areas through the peak of the monsoon436

season (see also Section 3c).437

While the ASMA threshold MSF value is reached earlier at 350 K, the area increases more438

slowly than at higher levels. In MERRA-2 (and MERRA, not shown), the maximum ASMA area439

is about 12% of a hemisphere at 350 K and about 10% at the higher levels; the other reanalyses440

show a maximum area of only about 7% at 350 K, and slightly under 10% at the higher levels. For441

comparison, this maximum area is similar to that of the Arctic stratospheric winter polar vortex in442

a typical year (see, e.g., Manney et al. 2011b; Manney and Lawrence 2016).443

Figure 4 shows histograms of the moments (excepting EK) and area of the ASMA during JJA.444

Consistent with the position differences seen in Fig. 3, the MERRA-2 centroid longitude and445

latitude histograms have shapes very similar to those for the other reanalyses, but at 350 K are446

shifted towards higher (by about 3–7◦, see mean lines) longitudes and lower (by about 2–3◦)447

latitudes. The angle and aspect ratio histograms agree well among the reanalyses, except for448

a slight shift toward lower values in both for MERRA-2 at 350 K. The area distributions are449

consistent with the previous plots, with MERRA-2 showing a much broader distribution peaked at450

higher values than the other reanalyses at 350 K and a similarly broad distribution but peaked at451

higher values (about 15–20% larger mean area) at the other levels.452

Overall, the climatological picture agrees closely among the reanalyses at and above 370 K;453

large differences in area and small differences in the moments at 350 K are partially related to454

larger variability in the ASMA in MERRA-2 than in the other reanalyses at this level. In the fol-455

lowing section, we examine interannual variability and evidence for possible trends in the ASMA456

moments and area.457
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c. Variability and Trends458

1) INTERANNUAL VARIABILITY AND TRENDS IN THE ASMA459

Figure 5 shows 40-year time series of the ASMA moments and area for JJA. Considerable inter-460

annual variability is seen in all diagnostics. This variability is qualitatively very consistent in all of461

the reanalyses, but the differences seen in the climatology are reflected in relative biases between462

the values, especially at 350 K. The overlaid lines showing linear fits suggest an increasing trend463

in angle and area at all levels. Possible decreasing trends in centroid latitude and increasing trends464

in aspect ratio are seen at 350, 370, and 390 K, but are not always consistent among the reanalyses.465

Centroid longitude trends are generally not consistent among the reanalyses, nor are aspect ratio466

trends at 350 K.467

Figure 6 summarizes the trends in the linear fits to the time series shown in Figure 5. Despite468

consistent slopes among the reanalyses in most cases, relatively few of the apparent trends are469

significant at the 95% confidence level based on our permutation analysis. Most of the trends470

are consistent in sign, except where they are very small and not significant (e.g., centroid latitude471

and longitude at 370 and 390 K, and longitude at 350 K) or in a few individual cases (e.g., aspect472

ratio in July and August and angle in September at 350 K). Significant and consistent (among the473

reanalyses) positive trends in aspect ratio are seen in July at 390 and 410 K and in JJA at 370 and474

390 K. Uniformly significant positive trends are also seen in angle at 370, 390, and 410 K in July475

(but note that the angle remains quite small).476

Area shows the most robust and consistent trends, with positive trends in all reanalyses, in all477

months and the JJA season, and at all levels except 410 K in September. Most of these trends are478

significant at the 95% confidence level except in September, when only 350 K shows consistently479

significant trends. JRA-55 trends are also insignificant in August at 390 and 410 K and in June and480

JJA at 410 K, and ERA-Interim and JRA-55 trends are insignificant in June at 390 K. MERRA-2481

area trends are substantially larger than those in the other reanalyses at all levels. We have pre-482
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viously done this trend analysis for periods with end years of 2014, 2015, and 2017, with very483

similar results (see S-RIP chapter 8, Tegtmeier et al. 2020b, for 370 K example through 2015),484

indicating that within the 2014–2018 interval the results are not strongly affected by outliers in the485

end dates (consistent with the general absence of extreme values at the end points of the time series486

shown in Fig. 5). MERRA and CFSR/CFSv2 area trends through 2015 are consistent with those in487

the other reanalyses, with MERRA values similar to those for MERRA-2, and CFSR/CFSv2 val-488

ues stronger (weaker) than those in ERA-Interim and JRA-55 (MERRA-2 and MERRA) (shown489

in S-RIP Chapter 8, Tegtmeier et al. 2020b). These results suggest a robust increasing trend in490

ASMA area over the past 36–40 years. This apparent increasing trend in ASMA area is explored491

in more detail in a paper in preparation, which shows a relationship to multiple dynamical changes492

more complex than a simple overall increase in MSF values.493

Figure 7 shows formation and decay dates and duration (end minus start date) of the ASMA494

(see Section 2b for details). Consistent with its larger area, MERRA-2 indicates earlier formation495

and later decay dates, and a correspondingly longer ASMA lifetime, than the other reanalyses, but496

the interannual variability is in qualitative agreement among the reanalyses. Larger MERRA-2497

differences between levels follow directly from the much larger 350-K area in MERRA-2 than498

in the other reanalyses. The start dates, end dates, and duration at all levels are fairly similar499

in ERA-Interim and JRA-55, as are those in MERRA-2 at 370, 390, and 410 K. Mean formation500

dates are earlier at lower levels in JRA-55 and MERRA-2 (e.g., mean values for JRA-55 – typically501

the “middle” of the three reanalyses – are 30 May, 30 May, 6 June, and 16 June at 350, 370, 390,502

and 410 K, respectively). The earliest mean start date for ERA-Interim is 4 June at 370 K. End503

dates in MERRA-2 and JRA-55 are later at lower levels (e.g., JRA-55 mean of 17 September,504

15 September, 10 September, and 3 September at 350, 370, 390, and 410 K, respectively), while505

the latest ERA-Interim end date is 12 September at 370 K. Together, these results lead to the506

longest mean duration at 350 K for MERRA-2 and JRA-55 (159 and 110 days, respectively) and507
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at 370 K for ERA-Interim (100 days). These results are consistent with and help quantify the508

reanalysis differences in ASMA area shown above. S-RIP Chapter 8 (Tegtmeier et al. 2020b)509

shows that MERRA formation and decay dates and lifetime through 2015 are usually similar to510

those for MERRA-2, with a few exceptions, particularly much later formation dates (leading to511

shorter lifetimes) at 350 K in MERRA than in MERRA-2 in 1992 and 2006. CFSR/CFSv2 values512

are usually similar to those for ERA-Interim and JRA-55, with a few notable outliers at 350 K,513

especially a very late formation date in 1985 and late/early formation/decay dates in 1992 that514

result in unrealistically short (less than a month) ASMA lifetimes in those years (S-RIP chapter 8,515

Tegtmeier et al. 2020b). Our results differ somewhat from those of Santee et al. (2017), who516

used the same ASMA definition but studied a shorter time period (2005–2014) and used data517

from the GMAO “GEOS-5.9.1” operational analysis (which used an earlier version of the GMAO518

assimilation system than does MERRA-2); they further used different criteria for defining ASMA519

formation and end dates.520

The linear fits in Fig. 7 show trends towards earlier formation dates, later decay dates, and longer521

lifetimes at all levels, consistent with the area trends discussed above. These trends are much522

larger at 350 K (37, 53, and 41 days longer in 2018 than in 1979 for MERRA-2, ERA-Interim,523

and JRA-55, respectively) than at higher levels (ranging from 7 to 24 days 2018−1979 difference,524

depending on level and reanalysis). Figure 8 summarizes the trends in these linear fits and their525

significance. As with the area trends, these trends are larger at 350 K than at the higher levels and526

larger in MERRA-2 than in the other reanalyses. Trends at 410 K are not significant except for527

MERRA-2 decay dates and lifetime; 390 K trends in all quantities in JRA-55 and in decay date in528

ERA-Interim are also not significant.529

2) ASMA CORRELATIONS WITH UPPER TROPOSPHERIC JETS, ENSO, AND QBO530

Figures 9 and 10 show correlations of the ASMA moments and area with the subtropical UT jet531

core latitude and altitude from JETPAC (Manney et al. 2011a; Manney and Hegglin 2018) in the532
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80–160◦ longitude region. Similarly strong correlations are seen in the 45–90◦ longitude region,533

and weaker ones of consistent sign are seen in the zonal mean (not shown). Strongest correlations534

are seen with the ASMA centroid latitude, which generally shows significant positive (negative)535

correlations with subtropical jet latitude (altitude), with weaker/less significant correlations in536

September and at the higher levels. Since the core of the subtropical jet sits at about 350 K in537

the ASMA region (e.g., Manney et al. 2014; Santee et al. 2017), weaker correlations at higher538

levels, especially at 410 K, are not unexpected. This correlation is consistent with the northward539

shift of the subtropical jet around the poleward edge of the ASMA (typically to a maximum latitude540

near 42–45◦N) during boreal summer (e.g., Schiemann et al. 2009; Manney et al. 2014; Manney541

and Hegglin 2018). Fig. 9 also shows some significant correlations of subtropical jet latitude with542

ASMA angle (strongest at 370 and 390 K in July), negative correlations with ASMA longitude and543

area at 350 K that are occasionally significant, and a positive correlation with ASMA longitude at544

410 K in July. ASMA area is usually positively correlated with subtropical jet altitude (Fig. 10),545

with significant correlations at 350 and 370 K in July and September, as well as in JJA. That546

ASMA moments/area correlations with subtropical jet latitude and altitude typically have opposite547

signs is consistent with the general expectation that the jet altitude and latitude are anti-correlated548

(Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007; Hartmann et al. 2013; Manney and Hegglin 2018, and references549

therein). No significant correlations of the ASMA with subtropical jet core windspeed were found550

(not shown).551

Correlations of ASMA moments and area with the concurrent MEI index are shown in Fig. 11.552

While correlations are consistent among the reanalyses (except when they are very small), with553

a few exceptions (centroid longitude at 350 and 370 K in July and JJA, respectively; aspect ratio554

at 370 K in JJA), the only uniformly significant correlations with ENSO are for centroid latitude,555

which shows a consistent and generally significant anti-correlation with the MEI. These corre-556

lations are in line with the ASMA / subtropical jet correlations shown above and the results of557
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Manney et al. (2020, in preparation) showing negative correlations of subtropical jet latitude with558

ENSO.559

While correlations between concurrent ENSO and ASMA area are small, Figure 12 shows sig-560

nificant correlations of ASMA area with the MEI two months previously, especially in June and561

July (smaller but still significant correlations were found for a one-month lag at 390 and 410 K).562

Lag correlations for the moments and for other lags were either not significant or much less signifi-563

cant than those for concurrent MEI. Correlations of MEI in DJF, Mar, Apr, and May with monsoon564

onset dates (defined as in Fig. 7) generally indicate positive but insignificant correlations with DJF565

and March MEI, and inconsistent results for the other months (not shown); an earlier onset date566

following El Niño conditions would be consistent with the positive two-month lag correlations567

with area (which we cannot calculate for May since the ASMA formed that early in only a few568

years). We note that the three years causing the late-May peak in Fig. 3 (1998, 2010, and 2016)569

all had El Niño conditions in the preceding March; however, several years with strong preceding570

El Niño conditions have late ASMA formation dates. Although many previous studies show later571

onsets and/or weaker monsoons during El Niño conditions, this finding is not universal and few of572

those studies use upper tropospheric metrics of monsoon onset (see Section 1 for a brief review); it573

would thus require extensive work to understand how previous results relate to those shown here.574

Figure 13 shows correlations of ASMA area with the QBO, defined using 70 hPa and 50 hPa575

Singapore winds (Naujokat 1986). The moments did not in general show significant correlations576

with QBO, and results for QBO based on 30–50-hPa wind shear, and lag correlations, were no577

more illuminating (not shown). Significant negative correlations with area are seen in June at578

370, 390, and 410 K and are quite consistent among the reanalyses, except for an insignificant579

correlation of ASMA area with QBO winds at 370 K in MERRA-2; in September, significant580

negative correlations with the 70-hPa QBO winds are seen in all reanalyses at 410 K and in JRA-55581

at 390 K. Correlations of lagged QBO with ASMA start dates show significant (at or greater than582
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98% confidence level) positive correlations of May QBO winds at 50 hPa with ASMA formation583

date (not shown; similar correlations at 70 hPa are not significant).584

d. The Longer Term Record: JRA-55585

JRA-55, which starts in 1958, lets us examine a longer record of 61 years, provided we can586

show that the pre-satellite and satellite period data are comparable. We assess that comparability587

through the JRA-55C reanalysis, which spans late 1972 through 2012 and uses only conventional588

data inputs. Figure 14 shows the mean centroid and edge locations for JRA-55 and JRA-55C589

during 1973–2012 compared with the JRA-55 mean for 1979–2018 (same as the purple lines in590

Fig. 1) and JRA-55 for 1958–2018. Except for slightly larger areas in the 1979–2018 period591

at 350 and 370 K, these all show very close agreement. Agreement is also good for the other592

climatological fields; for example, Fig. 15 shows that centroid location and area at 370 K match593

closely in the same four JRA-55/55C time series (except at the beginning and end of the season594

when day-to-day variability is largest); similar congruence is seen at other levels (not shown).595

The time series for the other moments, start/end dates, and duration in JRA-55 and JRA-55C for596

the comparable periods (not shown) show similarly close agreement. With this indication of skill597

for these diagnostics without the inclusion of satellite data, we proceed to examine the evidence598

for trends in the longer-term record. As was the case for 1979–2018 (see Fig. 6), trends in the599

moments are generally not significant over any of the periods shown; Fig. 16 shows the results600

of the trend analysis for ASMA area. Comparing the dark and light purple lines (JRA-55 and601

JRA-55C, respectively, for 1973–2012) indicates very similar changes, but at 370 K changes are602

slightly less significant in JRA-55 than in JRA-55C. All four cases show significant area increases603

at 350 K, except for June in the early years. At 370 K, the late period and the full record show604

significant trends in June through August and in JJA. Most of the area changes are not significant605

at the higher levels, except for a few in JRA-55 for 1979–2018.606
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The trends in ASMA start/end dates and duration (Fig. 17) show consistent patterns, with sig-607

nificant decreases (increases) in start date (end date and duration) at 350 K in all four cases and608

at 370 K in JRA-55 in 1979–2018 and 1958–2018 (excepting end dates for the latter), as well as609

largest changes in JRA-55 in the 1979–2018 period.610

The above results show that increases in JRA-55 area and duration during 1979–2018 are overall611

larger and more significant than those in the earlier period, in JRA-55C, and in the full 61-year612

record. While these results are not conclusive, especially given the changes in reanalysis inputs613

even over the satellite period (see, e.g., Fujiwara et al. 2017), they do suggest the possibility of a614

recent acceleration in the upward trend in ASMA area.615

4. Conclusions and Discussion616

We have analyzed the Asian summer monsoon anticyclone (ASMA) in meteorological reanal-617

yses from a new viewpoint by characterizing the climatology and variability of its moments and618

area. We defined the ASMA as the region within 0–175◦E having MSF greater than threshold619

values on four isentropic surfaces (350, 370, 390, and 410 K) in the UTLS. Its moments and620

area were calculated using methods analogous to those developed for the stratospheric polar vor-621

tex. This approach provides insight into the seasonal evolution of the geometry and location of622

the ASMA, long-term trends in those characteristics, and relationships of those characteristics623

to ENSO, QBO, and the upper tropospheric subtropical westerly jet. We focus on results from624

the recent MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, and JRA-55 reanalyses, and comment briefly on those from625

MERRA and CFSR/CFsv2. The primary study period is common to the three reanalyses we focus626

on, 1979–2018; we also analyzed the full 1958–2018 period of the JRA-55 record.627

Climatological features of the ASMA are generally consistent among the reanalyses (includ-628

ing the 1973–2012 JRA-55 and JRA-55C records, and the 1958–2018 JRA-55 record), with good629
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quantitative agreement except for MERRA-2 (and MERRA) at 350 K. Climatological character-630

istics include:631

• The ASMA is small and highly variable in April/May and September, especially at the higher632

levels, but at its peak in July/August it occupies ∼10% of the hemisphere.633

• Centroid locations agree well among the reanalyses, but with slightly lower latitudes and634

higher longitudes at 350 K in MERRA-2 (and MERRA) than in the other reanalyses.635

• MERRA-2 shows substantially larger variability in centroid latitude and area than the other636

reanalyses at 350 K.637

• ASMA centroid longitudes are lowest and latitudes highest when ASMA area is largest (in638

early August); the ASMA thus moves westward and northward as it develops and eastward639

and southward as it decays.640

• ASMA centroid latitude increases with height, with a maximum latitude of ∼30◦N at 350 K641

increasing to ∼37◦N at 410 K; ASMA centroid longitude is similar at all levels studied, near642

80◦E at the peak of the monsoon season.643

• ASMA area is consistently larger in MERRA-2, especially at 350 K, where it exceeds that in644

the other reanalyses by ∼40–50%. Work in progress shows this difference to originate partly645

from a significant vertically localized temperature bias in MERRA-2 near 300 hPa (Gelaro646

et al. 2017), but further details are the subject of ongoing investigation.647

• The ASMA generally forms slightly later and decays slightly earlier at higher levels, per-648

sisting longest at 350 or 370 K, depending on the reanalysis. Mean durations (averaged over649

1979–2018 and the three reanalyses) are 120, 110, 87, and 77 days at 350, 370, 390, and650

410 K, respectively.651
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• Three years (1998, 2010, and 2016) show large ASMA areas in late May that decrease by the652

end of the month, leading to an apparent minimum in climatological area in early June.653

• ASMA angles are largely confined between ±5◦; thus the major axis is closely aligned with654

the latitude circle of its centroid.655

• Negative values of excess kurtosis (EK) are associated with ASMA bimodality or splitting,656

but are uncommon; the usually slightly positive climatological values indicate that the ASMA657

is on average nearly elliptical with a slight bulge along the minor axis. Thus, although splits658

and bimodal structure do occur during some periods, they are not frequent enough to leave an659

imprint of two preferred locations in the climatology.660

• ASMA aspect ratios are typically between 5 and 8 when the circulation is well defined, with661

values increasing gradually until September at 370 through 410 K.662

Many of these features confirm or extend previous work: Similar, but not identical, results regard-663

ing changing ASMA position/size with height and time were noted qualitatively by Santee et al.664

(2017) using the same ASMA definition but a much shorter time period, different dataset, and665

different methods. Lack of evidence of climatological bimodality is consistent with previous work666

finding bimodality only in older, deprecated, reanalyses (e.g. Ploeger et al. 2015; Nützel et al.667

2016); conversely, brief periods of negative EK indicate that bimodality is occasionally apparent668

in daily ASMA maps, consistent with reported shape variations (e.g., Pan et al. 2016; Honomichl669

and Pan 2020). Indeed, the lack of climatological bimodality in centroid frequency distributions670

may suggest that bimodality is more commonly related to shape variations than to two strongly671

preferred ASMA core locations. Our findings thus support previous work, and they also provide a672

new geometrical view of the ASMA climatology.673

A trend assessment for the ASMA moments and area indicates that:674
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• Trends in moments are often inconsistent in magnitude and sometimes in sign among the675

reanalyses and are generally not statistically significant.676

• Increasing trends in ASMA area are seen in all reanalyses but are stronger and more signifi-677

cant in MERRA-2, especially at 350 K. With a few exceptions (September at 370 K and some678

months and reanalyses at 390 and 410 K), area trends are significant at the 95% confidence679

level. They are not strongly sensitive to ending year within the 2014–2018 interval.680

• Consistent with the area trends, in recent years ASMA formation dates are earlier, decay dates681

later, and lifetimes longer. These trends are typically largest and most significant at 350 K682

and are strongest in MERRA-2. Averaged over the reanalyses, the ASMA persisted longer in683

2018 than in 1979 by 44, 23, 22, and 12 days at 350, 370, 390, and 410 K, respectively.684

• JRA-55C 1973–2012 area and duration trends are slightly larger / more significant than those685

for JRA-55 for the same period.686

• JRA-55 trends are substantially larger and more significant for 1979–2018 than for 1958–687

2018 or 1973–2012, and trends are not significant at the 95% confidence level at 390 or688

410 K (and in many cases not at 370 K) for the latter two periods. These results suggest that689

trends may have accelerated during the past four decades.690

These trends are derived from very different metrics than those in previous studies, thus providing691

a novel view of the changing ASMA. The trend towards earlier ASMA formation seems consistent692

with previous work showing evidence of earlier monsoon onset (Kajikawa et al. 2012; Bollasina693

et al. 2013; Bombardi et al. 2020, and references therein). Area trends are not directly comparable694

to previous metrics of ASMA size or intensity. A paper in preparation explores the relationships of695

these trends, and their differences among reanalyses, to changes in MSF, temperature, geopoten-696

tial height, tropopause variations, and other dynamical fields; preliminary results indicate greater697

complexity in the causes than a simple overall increase in MSF over the period. Note also that698
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trends from reanalyses must always be treated with caution because of step-changes in data inputs699

common to different reanalysis products and differences in how each data assimilation system700

handles such changes (see, e.g., Oliver 2016; Fujiwara et al. 2017; Long et al. 2017; Manney and701

Hegglin 2018; Bao and Zhang 2019, and references therein).702

Correlations of ASMA characteristics with ENSO, QBO, and the upper tropospheric subtropical703

jet show:704

• The ASMA centroid latitude is significantly positively (negatively) correlated with the sub-705

tropical jet core latitude (altitude).706

• Correlations of other ASMA moments with subtropical jet characteristics, and of ASMA707

moments and area with subtropical jet windspeed, are generally not significant.708

• ASMA centroid latitude is significantly negatively correlated with concurrent ENSO.709

• Other ASMA moments and ASMA area are typically not strongly or significantly correlated710

with concurrent ENSO, but significant correlations are seen of ASMA area with the MEI711

index two months earlier, particularly in June/July at 370 and 390 K.712

• Correlations of the ASMA moments / area with QBO are usually not significant, except for713

negative correlations of QBO with area in during June at 370, 390, and 410 K.714

These results are consistent with those of Manney et al. (2020, in preparation) showing negative715

(positive) correlations of the subtropical jet latitude (altitude) with ENSO, with the northward jet716

latitude shift during the ASM season (Schiemann et al. 2009; Manney et al. 2014), and with the717

expected anticorrelation of jet latitude and altitude (e.g., Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007; Hartmann718

et al. 2013; Manney and Hegglin 2018). While positive lag correlations of area with ENSO are719

not obviously consistent with common (but not universal) previous reports of stronger monsoons720

during La Niña conditions, ASMA area is a very different metric than those typically used, so721

further exploration of these relationships will be of interest.722
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The diagnostics studied herein shed new light on interannual variability and trends in the ASMA.723

Applying similar methods to analysis of the North American summer monsoon circulation may724

prove illuminating. These diagnostics are also well-suited for studies of day-to-day variability.725

Exploration of observed intraseasonal variability on multiple timescales would be illuminating,726

as would detailed analysis of unique characteristics of the ASMA in individual seasons (e.g., a727

paper in preparation using these methods contrasts the ASMA and observed unusual aspects of728

composition therein in 2017 with the range of interannual variability). Further exploration of the729

EK moments diagnostic will also be valuable for such case studies; moreover, it may help quantify730

common shape variations of the ASMA and identify statistical patterns that arise primarily from731

those shape changes (as opposed to arising from position or intensity changes).732

Work in progress using ASMA moments and area to evaluate additional dynamical diagnostics733

within, around, and at the edges of the ASMA will provide further insight into dynamical changes734

underlying the trends, variability, and reanalysis differences described herein.735

Many studies of trends and variability in monsoon onset, duration, and intensity focus on rain-736

fall and other surface parameters (which, indeed, are most directly relevant to human impacts);737

exploring the relationships of these parameters to the upper tropospheric ASMA may provide new738

insights into the coupling between deep convection and the ASM circulation and between UTLS739

and surface / lower tropospheric impacts of monsoon variability and trends.740

The results presented herein thus provide not only a new view of ASMA climatology and vari-741

ability, but also a new set of tools for exploring ASMA dynamical and composition variability on742

a range of timescales and their relationships to surface impacts.743
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Fig. 8. Slopes of linear fits to the start date, end date, and duration time series shown in Figure 7.1161

Bars in reanalysis colors indicate slopes that are significant at the 95% confidence level1162

according to a permutation analysis (see Section 2b). . . . . . . . . . . . . 581163

Fig. 9. Correlation between ASMA moments / area and the latitude of the subtropical upper tro-1164

pospheric jet (see text for jet characterization methods) in the 80 to 160◦ longitude band.1165

Correlations that are significant at the 95% level in a bootstrapping analysis (Section 2b) are1166
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Fig. 13. Correlations between ASMA area and the QBO index defined by Singapore winds at 50 hPa1175

(top) and 70 hPa (bottom). Correlations that are significant at the 95% confidence level are1176

shown in the reanalysis colors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 631177

Fig. 14. JJA climatological ASMA edge and centroid values: JRA-55 & JRA-55C for 1973–20121178

(purple & light purple, respectively), JRA-55 for 1979–2018 (teal), and JRA-55 for 1958–1179

2018 (black). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 641180

Fig. 15. 370 K climatological (top to bottom) centroid longitude, centroid latitude, and area time1181

series for JRA-55 & JRA-55C for 1973–2012 (purple & light purple, respectively), JRA-551182

for 1979–2018 (teal), and JRA-55 for 1958–2018 (black). . . . . . . . . . . 651183

Fig. 16. Slopes of linear fits to the area time series shown in Figure 15. Bars in the reanalysis colors1184

indicate slopes that are significant at the 95% confidence level. . . . . . . . . . 661185

Fig. 17. Changes in ASMA start and end dates and number of days; time periods and colors are as in1186

Fig. 14. Bars in the reanalysis colors show changes that are significant at the 95% confidence1187

level. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 671188
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FIG. 2. Climatological (1979 through 2018) frequency distributions of ASMA edge (purples) and centroid

(reds/oranges) locations, for JJA, from (left to right) MERRA-2, ERA-Interim, and JRA-55. The isentropic

levels are (top to bottom) 410, 390, 370, and 350 K. The longitude domain is 0 to 180◦E, with dashed lines

every 30◦; the latitude domain is 0 to 60◦N, with dashed lines every 15◦.
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FIG. 3. Climatological (1979–2018) time series of moments and area of the ASMA at (left to right) 350,

370, 390, and 410 K; fields are top to bottom: centroid longitude, centroid latitude, aspect ratio, angle, excess

kurtosis, and area. Envelopes show the range of values for the corresponding reanalysis (colors are shown in the

legend).
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FIG. 4. Histograms of climatological JJA moments and area of the ASMA, top to bottom: centroid longitude,

centroid latitude, aspect ratio, angle, and area. Vertical lines show climatological mean for each reanalysis.
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FIG. 5. Time series for 1979 through 2018 of JJA moments and area of the ASMA at (left to right) 350, 370,

390, and 410 K for the three reanalyses; top to bottom: centroid longitude, centroid latitude, aspect ratio, angle,

and area. Overlaid lines show linear fits to the values.
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FIG. 6. Slopes of linear fits to the moments and area time series shown in Figure 5. Bars in the reanalysis

colors indicate slopes that are significant at the 95% confidence level according to a permutation analysis (see

Section 2b).
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FIG. 7. Start dates, end dates, and duration of the monsoon season as defined in the text (Section 2b). Hori-

zontal lines show each reanalyses’ mean over the 40-year period. Overlaid dashed lines show linear fits to the

values.
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FIG. 8. Slopes of linear fits to the start date, end date, and duration time series shown in Figure 7. Bars

in reanalysis colors indicate slopes that are significant at the 95% confidence level according to a permutation

analysis (see Section 2b).
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FIG. 9. Correlation between ASMA moments / area and the latitude of the subtropical upper tropospheric jet

(see text for jet characterization methods) in the 80 to 160◦ longitude band. Correlations that are significant at

the 95% level in a bootstrapping analysis (Section 2b) are shown in the reanalysis colors.
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FIG. 10. Correlation between ASMA moments / area and the altitude of the subtropical upper tropospheric

jet (see text for jet characterization methods) in the 80 to 160◦ longitude band. Correlations that are significant

at the 95% level are shown in the reanalysis colors.
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FIG. 11. Correlations between ASMA moments / area and the MEI index. Correlations that are significant at

the 95% confidence level are shown in the reanalysis colors.
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FIG. 12. Correlations between ASMA area and the MEI index with a 2-Month lag. Correlations that are

significant at the 95% confidence level are shown in the reanalysis colors.
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FIG. 13. Correlations between ASMA area and the QBO index defined by Singapore winds at 50 hPa (top)

and 70 hPa (bottom). Correlations that are significant at the 95% confidence level are shown in the reanalysis

colors.
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FIG. 14. JJA climatological ASMA edge and centroid values: JRA-55 & JRA-55C for 1973–2012 (purple &

light purple, respectively), JRA-55 for 1979–2018 (teal), and JRA-55 for 1958–2018 (black).
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FIG. 15. 370 K climatological (top to bottom) centroid longitude, centroid latitude, and area time series for

JRA-55 & JRA-55C for 1973–2012 (purple & light purple, respectively), JRA-55 for 1979–2018 (teal), and

JRA-55 for 1958–2018 (black).
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FIG. 16. Slopes of linear fits to the area time series shown in Figure 15. Bars in the reanalysis colors indicate

slopes that are significant at the 95% confidence level.
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FIG. 17. Changes in ASMA start and end dates and number of days; time periods and colors are as in Fig. 14.

Bars in the reanalysis colors show changes that are significant at the 95% confidence level.
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